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Building on the metaphor of a scrapbook, we call these
small groupings of photos scraplets (shown in Figure 2).
A scraplet can be assigned a name and other properties,
thus providing annotation for a grouping that can be
useful in retrieving the grouping at a later time. We
believe that such grouping and lightweight annotating will
fit naturally within the activity of preparing a story, thus
providing a more enjoyable mechanism for eliciting
metadata from consumers. Moreover, use of voice
annotation may bring additional emotional power to
stories that are shared over the Internet.
The selection of photos for grouping into scraplets is
based upon two assumptions. First, the user should have a
personal memory of the events depicted in the photos.
Second, chronological ordering of events is a dominant
organization principle of human episodic memory [11].
Using the same photos in multiple scraplets links them
implicitly. The links are displayed during album playback
to indicate to the user multiple possible story lines.
Benefits of Automated Feature Extraction
The use of automated feature extraction tools enables
FotoFile to generate some of the annotation that would
otherwise have to be manually entered. It also provides
novel capabilities for content creation and organization.
Face Recognition
The black rectangular highlights on the pictures of David
in Figure 1 denote faces that have been recognized by a
face detection and recognition system [12] [13].
Information about recognized faces appears in the Content
Index in an identical manner to metadata gathered by
human annotation. This is one example of the integration
of automated and human annotation in our approach, and
it results in a hybrid system where the user guides the
mechanisms.
When given photos that contain faces of new people, the
face recognition system attempts to match the identity of
the face (see Figure 3). The user either corrects or
confirms the choice; the system then can more accurately
match faces to their correct identities in subsequent
photos. Once a face is matched to a name, that name will
be assigned as an annotation to all subsequently seen
photos that contain faces that match the original. To
handle the false positives and false negatives of the face
recognition system, a user must confirm face matches (see
Figure 4) before the annotations associated with these
faces are validated (i.e., added to the Content Index).
Users view the matched identities of faces through 
displayed when the mouse sprite enters the: rectangular
highlight surrounding a face.
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Video Shot Detection
The FotoFile user can automatically generate “albums” of
video clips extracted from longer video sequences using the
video shot detection and keyframe extraction algorithms
[14][15]. Video shot detection is the process of detecting
boundaries between consecutive shots so that sequences of
interrelated video frames can be grouped together.
Examples of shot boundaries include abrupt shot changes
caused by turning the camera off, as well as more
sophisticated shot transitions like fades, dissolves, and
wipes. A user can easily create an album that contains a
series of video clips that comprise a video (see Figure 5).
Each clip represents a playable segment of video. Since
each video segment is itself a media object, it can be
rearranged, or placed in different albums-just like any
FotoFile media object.
Video Keyframe Extraction
During the shot detection process, a keyframe extraction
algorithm  is used to generate a set of video frames
(still images) which best represent the content of each shot.
These keyframes attempt to represent abrupt changes in
video content as well as slower, ordered changes like pans
and zooms. Each resulting keyframe is associated with a
video clip that starts with that frame and continues to the
end of the shot. The set of these keyframes imposes an extra
structure on shots which help users fine-tune their selection
and manipulation of video clips and shots.
Keyframe extraction is also used to derive a representative
picture for each video imported into FotoFile.
Browsing and Visualization of the Content Space
We believe that consumers’ information-seeking activities
differ from those of information retrieval professionals,
and that this is particularly true when the information
involves home media such as photos or videos.
In these settings, directed search may be less frequent,
whereas riffling and browsing through collections of
materials becomes the norm (and serendipity is expected).
We provide support for these activities by integrating
visualization and browsing tools into FotoFile, such as the
Hyperbolic Tree package from Inxight Software 
Figure 6 shows a hyperbolic tree built from the attributes
and values in the Content Index.
One problem observed in usability studies of the
Hyperbolic Tree  was that items on the outside rim of
the display tended to group strongly, with users often
assuming that they belonged in the same category. It was
suggested that careful use of alternative perceptual coding
for semantic categories could alleviate this problem. We
have achieved this by providing additional views based on
Papers
the use of automated image feature-extraction software
[ Image content is analyzed to extract measures for
color distribution and texture, and a clustering algorithm
[19] recursively partitions the collection of media objects to
form the tree model displayed by the Hyperbolic Tree. In
this way, media objects that are visually similar to each
other will appear closer to each other in the visualization
space. This adds structure to the browsing activity,
enabling the user to visualize related clusters of materials in
an intuitive manner.
DISCUSSION
With we have attempted to balance tradeoffs
across two dimensions of information-seeking behaviors:
Based upon our findings from user research, we have
attempted to integrate these capabilities in a way that is
suited to the needs of the consumer environment. In order
to provide an integration that is easily understandable and
usable, we need to emphasize certain capabilities more than
others. To determine the appropriate balance points,
additional user research is needed. In particular, we need to
determine:
? The degree to which consumers  perform
annotation if  the benefits are significant and
meaningful.
? The usability and usefulness to consumers of browsing
and visualization environments.
One challenge in designing credible studies of this nature is
in defining the right metrics for data analysis. Consumer
information-seeking behavior is different from that of
specialists performing directed searches in textual
databases, where large numbers of people are searching
over large information spaces for materials indexed by
some unknown person. The characteristics of an
information-seeking environment for consumers involve
relatively few people searching (e.g., immediate family
members) over a small amount of information (less than
several thousand items in a collection) that they have
personally indexed, or that was indexed by someone they
know. In many cases, serendipitous discovery is a
significant (but often unstated) goal. The traditional metrics
of recall and precision may not be as applicable.
Alternative measures might include the level of goal
attainment, the efficiency (number of actions) to reach a
goal, the utility of the information found, which annotations
and features are used for later retrieval by both novices and
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